
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH 

Worksheet for the Academic Year 2023-24 

CLASS: 2  SUBJECT: ENGLISH  DATE: _________________ 

Grammar :( L#4, 5, 6) 

4. MORE PRONOUNS 

*Her , us, them and it are also pronouns . 

* They come after action words and other small words such as for, with    and  at. 

QA. CHOOSE CORRECT PRONOUNS AND FILL IN THE BLANKS. 
 

(we , they, he , it , she, them , me , him , us ) 

1. Sneha is  my best friend. is very clever. 
 

2. My brother is a teacher . teaches English. 

3. My dog is happy . is playing with a ball. 
 

4. Mamta and I like to draw.    use crayons. 
 

5. Don’t drink water from this well . is dirty.  

 

6. Where are my keys? are on the table. 
 

7. What should I do with these books? put on the table. 
 

8. Sahal went to the park yesterday. Rahul went with . 
 

9. Rani and I love sweets. These sweets are for . 

10. I like bangles. This nice bangle is for . 

Q.B Find the pronouns and circle it. 

1. He is much better than before. 

2.  Emma shares to me a secret. 



3.  He is the team captain. 

4.  She was in the back of the van. 

5.  Tina met her cousin last week. 

5. ARTICLES 
 

 *A and An are used before singular nouns. They refer to one of   something. 

* A is used before nouns that begin with consonant sounds. 

* a ball * a mango * a cat 

*An is used before vowel sounds. 

* an aunt * an egg * an umbrella 

*We use The when we talk about a person or thing about whom / which we have 

already spoken. 

Eg: My sister baked a cake. The cake was very tasty. 
 

*We also use The when it is clear which person or thing we are talking about. 

Eg: He lives in an old house near the post office. 
 

Q A.USE a, an OR the TO COMPLETE THESE SENTENCES. 

 

1.  Ahmed lives in flat. Flat is on the second floor of a tall  building. 

2. Ram buys __apple.  Apple is red and juicy. 

3. My sister gave me orange and mango. 

4. Rohan bought __story book. ___story book is about animals. 

5. Rehan is obedient boy. 
 

 

 



Q.B. Complete these sentences with a, an or the. 
 

1. Rahul lives in ______flat. _______flat is on the second floor of a tall building 

2. I gave ______banana to _______monkey that belonged to my neighbour. 

3. Rita saw ______eagle in ______cage. ______eagle escaped form ______cage. 

4. ______rose smells sweet. 

5. Muskan is _________obedient girl. 

6. She ate ______apple. 

 

6.   I am /She is / He is / You are / They are. 

 We use am with I. 

 We use is with he, she, it. We use is for one person or thing. 

 We use are with you, we and they. We use are for more than one person or thing. 

 Eg: She is a doctor. 

        It is cold today. 

        They are playing football. 

1. FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH am, is or are: 

1. I ______tired. 

2. He_____small. 

3. She_______ Hungry. 

4. You_______late again. 

5. They ______good Children. 

6. We________sleepy. 

7. Sana_______a smart girl. 

8. They _______ fond of reading books. 

9. Ram and Sham _____going to the market. 

10.  It _____ rainy today. 



2. REARRANGE THESE WORDS AND REWRITE THE SENTENCES WITH 

am, is OR, are IN THE CORRECT PLACES. 

1. I/ happy/ morning / this /.  I am happy this morning. 

2. She / girl/ clever/ a /.   ________________________________. 

3. They/ children / good/.  ________________________________. 

4. It / today / cold/.   ________________________________. 

5. He/ short / very /    ________________________________. 

 

   

 


